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This paper connects Marxist approaches to the agrarian political
economy of South Africa with post-Marshallian and Foucauldian
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governmentality. Looking at South Africa’s stalled agrarian
transition through the lens of biopolitics as well as class analysis
can make visible otherwise disregarded connections between
processes of agrarian change and broader contests about the
terms of social and economic incorporation into the South African
social and political order before, during and after Apartheid. This
can bring a fresh sense of the broader political implications of the
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the enduring salience of land as a ﬂashpoint within South Africa’s
unresolved democratic transition.
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Ukuﬁnyezwa nokubiywa komhlaba
Batsho bon’abantwana begazi,
Noxa lon’ilizwe lingalesilo lethu.
Lo mhlab’ uza kusongwa ngokwengubo,
Ube ngangentende yesandla.
Inkabi yeleqe yogaxelek’ ezingcingweni,
Ayisakuba naw’amandl’ okuxhentsa,
lya kub’idudekile yidyokhwe nayipuluwa.
Sigilane ngezfuba njengezabonkol’ emcepheni
Iintombi zethu zolotyolwa ngamaqhosha
Izintwe’ ezi man’ ukuqhawuka zihlangana
Kuthiwa namhl’ igazi malingaphalali,
Ukuhlanganis’ amathile namathile;
Ukuze singakhothani njengemaz’ ikoth’ithole
Iqhutywa luthando nabubushushu begazi.
Linako n’iqhosh ukukhoth’ elinye?
Ew’ indod’ igilane nomolokazana,
Unyan’ angamhlonel’ uninazala,
Sisong’ amadolo singabi nak’ ukunaba

The Contraction and Enclosure of the Land
Thus spake the heirs of the land
Although it is no longer ours.
This land will be folded like a blanket
Till it is like the palm of a hand.
The racing ox will be entangled in the wire,
Too weak to dance free, it will be worn out
By the dance of the yoke and the plough.
They will crowd us together like tadpoles in a
calabash ladle. Our girls
Will have their lobola paid with paper,
Coins that come and go, come and go.
Blood should not be spilled so they say
Nowadays, to unite the diﬀerent peoples,
Until we no longer care for each other
As a cow licks her calf, when love and nature urges her to do so
Can money bring people together?
Yes, a man may have words with his son’s wife,
His son no longer need to respect her mother.
Yes, we fold up our knees, It’s impossible to stretch out

Kub’ umhlab’ uﬁnyeziwe

Because the land has been hedged in.

by St J Page Yako (Yako 1983).
Translated from isiXhosa by Robert Kavanagh en Z.S. Qangule (Kavanagh and Qangule 1971)
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Introduction1
This paper explores the contribution of critical theory to the understanding of the agrarian
roots and the political consequences of inequality and poverty in South Africa and stakes
out an agenda for future exploration and research. It argues, ﬁrstly, that an appreciation of
the signiﬁcance and consequences of agrarian restructuring can be enriched by considering not only Marxist agrarian ‘political economy’ but also the analysis of welfare capitalism
and distributional regimes, and Foucauldian accounts of biopolitics and governmentality.
These allow us to link an understanding of the socio-economic dynamics of ‘jobless deagrarianization’ with an account of the incorporation of landless black people within
the South African social and political order. The replacement of the ‘blanket of the land’
in Yako’s poem by the order of money and commoditised relationships had implications,
not only for the relations of production, but also for contestations about the nature of
social citizenship in South Africa – and the arts of government that could give eﬀect
and content to such citizenship.
Secondly, it argues that this research agenda, focused on an understanding of the connections between agrarian change and biopolitical incorporation, can help situate contemporary South African arguments about land politics in a more fertile terrain. Public
debates about the stakes and direction of land reform in South African are generally
framed in terms that render them unproductive and sterile, partly because they are
divorced from the realities of agrarian change over the last three decades, and partly
because the land issue is bound up with larger unresolved questions about the
meaning and nature of South African citizenship. This paper is written in the hope that
a theoretically enriched approach can help liberate land and agrarian policy debates
from the ‘agrarian’ ghetto within which they are so often caught, and can illuminate the
connections between the dynamics of rural livelihoods and agro-food restructuring and
broader debates around democracy, government, and political modernity.
I begin by brieﬂy raising some questions about land reform politics in present-day
South Africa, and the disconnections between these and other domains of political
debate. I then summarise some insights from scholarship on the political economy of
agro-food restructuring, and consider how these can be complemented by theories of
welfare capitalism, distributional politics and governmentality. The next section indicates
how these approaches can illuminate key features of change in twentieth century South
Africa. This is followed by a summary of salient aspects of post-Apartheid biopolitics as
seen from this viewpoint, and the identiﬁcation of key areas for more research. Finally, I
consider some of the broader political implications of the ‘thwarted biopolitics’ of postApartheid South Africa.

Out of the agrarian ghetto
Current debates about land reform in South Africa are characterised by a peculiar disjuncture. On the one hand, among white and black South Africans, popular concern with land
redistribution is dominated by a frame of reference that equates the ‘land question’ with
1

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the BICAS international conference Rural Transformations and Food
Systems – The BRICS and Agrarian Change in the Global South on 20–21 April 2015 at the University of the Western Cape.
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the ‘national question’. As a result, the issue of whom the land should belong to is often
tangled up with unresolved questions about whose country South Africa really is, and the
case for land reform is informed in the ﬁrst place by moral arguments about restorative
justice, the need to heal the wounds of the past and the need to establish a legitimate
postcolonial order. On the other hand, policy proposals have approached the land question almost exclusively within a ‘productionist’ framework that, as Ferguson put it,
conﬂates land reform with agrarian reform (Ferguson 2013). The question of whom the
land should belong to is displaced by questions about who should farm it, and debates
about historical right, political pain and restorative justice give way to technical discussions about food security, agricultural productivity and commercial viability. Thus the resolution of complex and incendiary political questions – the need to address living and
painfully felt memories of historical injustice, the reality of continued economic and
social marginalization and the persistence of deep racial divisions – are taken to
depend, inter alia, on the ability of South Africa’s beleaguered and dysfunctional department of Rural Development and Land Reform to deliver commercial land reform, on scale,
in a context of ﬁscal austerity, globalization, and local government dysfunction.
The disconnections do not end here. In addition to the mismatch between the
languages of public debate and those of technical policy deliberation, policy debates
themselves seem to proceed in isolation from the basic facts of South African agrarian
structure. The avowed aim of land reform policy is not to support the incomes of the
poor but to ‘rekindle the class of black commercial farmers that was disrupted by the
1913 Natives Land Act’ (Republic of South Africa 2015): an expensive form of ‘narrow’
black economic empowerment that has no prospect of transforming South Africa’s agrarian structure (Cousins 2015). Aimed at emerging black capitalists and committed to ‘strategic partnerships’ with established commercial farmers and agribusiness, it is susceptible
to elite capture (Hall and Kepe 2017). Moreover, implemented in the teeth of climate
change, and in the context of rapid agro-food restructuring that has tilted the balance
of market power in favour of big retail and ﬁnancial capital (Bernstein 2013), it has no
chance of success even on its own terms. Strangely enough, while critical agrarian scholars
have subjected government’s plans for recreating a class of black capitalist farmers to
withering critique, much of their research too has tended to remain caught within the conceptual boundaries of ‘productionism’, privileging farming among the wide range of livelihood and survival activities on which poor rural people rely, and focusing overly on the
prospects of agriculture providing poor and rural households with a path for ‘accumulation from below’ (Cousins 2013). Most strikingly, the debate has remained resolutely
rural in focus – in spite of the fact that a signiﬁcant majority of South Africa’s poor and
landless people are now living in the cities. While the material and political consequences
of landlessness resonate through the urban areas, much of the discussion about the prospects, aims and likely beneﬁciaries of land reform has remained weirdly siloed: located
almost entirely within the spatial imaginary of rural South Africa.
Almost twenty-ﬁve years after the transition to democracy, discussions about land
reform are thus at an impasse. While land reform is widely acknowledged to be in crisis,
there is no broadly accepted understanding of why this is so. Some attribute failure to
technical problems such as the inability to establish adequate institutions, appropriate
ﬁnance mechanisms or eﬀective partnerships; more popularly it is seen as a simple
failure of political will. In recent years, the reliance on willing buyer/willing seller market
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mechanisms and the constitutional protection of private property have been the preferred
targets for blame (see e.g. Palm 2018).
As James Ferguson has pointed out, one of the things missing from this debate is a
sense of what land reform is for. A clearer sense is needed of how land and landlessness
aﬀects the present-day politics of poverty in urban as well as rural contexts – and of what
land reform can or cannot do. In particular, if practical answers to the distribution of land
and security of tenure are to be found, agrarian scholarship has to ﬁnd its way out of the
conceptual ghetto imposed by an over-focus on issues of agricultural production, and
develop a better understanding of the multiple connections between struggles around
land and wider questions about the nature and design of South Africa’s distributive
order – and the meaning and value of citizenship itself.

Distributional regimes and biopolitics
One purpose of this paper is to re-situate land and agrarian politics within a broader
understanding of the politics of inequality and social citizenship in South Africa. The
readers of this journal will be familiar with the insights aﬀorded by Marxist political
economy and ‘radical’ agrarian social history. For now it is enough to say that these traditions, along with recent innovations in Global Value Chain (GVC) and Global Production
Network (GPN) theory, have critiqued policy discourses that naïvely link the prospects for
equitable social change in South Africa’s rural areas to prescriptions for inclusion in capitalist growth, access to markets and global ﬁnancial integration (Mbeki 2003; CDE 2006;
Prahalad 2006; De Soto 2010). Inter alia, a Marxist account of South Africa’s ‘stalled agrarian
transition’ shows how capitalist development has led to the adverse incorporation of the
fragmented classes of labour, locking them into dependence on the capitalist economy
while marginalising them as workers, farmers, producers and traders (Murray 2002; Bracking 2003; Du Toit 2004; Bernstein 2006, Oya 2009; Du Toit and Neves 2007; Li 2009).
But the full implications of adverse incorporation cannot be understood by considering
economic relations alone (Bolwig et al. 2010). Poor and marginalized people are incorporated not only as producers and consumers, but also as citizens and as bearers of rights and
identities. What matters is not only the relations of production and the functioning of
markets but also the role of the state, the meaning of citizenship and the interactions
between the state and those it governs. Understanding these requires more than a
purely economic critique of liberal narratives of market inclusion: it is also necessary to
investigate the political incorporation and government of poor populations as phenomena in their own right. How should we understand the the changes in the form of the
state, the content of distributive politics and the nature of the arts of government in
post-industrial, post-agrarian, post-colonial societies such as South Africa?
Here, much can be learned from connecting agrarian political economy with the literature on the politics of distributional regimes, social citizenship, and late liberal governmentality. Two traditions are particularly useful: ﬁrstly, analyses of ‘welfare capitalism’ and
distributive regimes drawing on the work of T H Marshall and Esping-Andersen; and secondly Foucauldian accounts of biopolitics and governmentality.
Social policy studies since Esping-Andersen have taken Marshall’s analysis of social citizenship and welfare policies beyond a focus on ﬁscal redistribution, social protection and
the nature of socio-economic rights. Esping Andersen’s notion of a ‘welfare regime’
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denotes the entire mix of policies – labour market, social provision and ﬁscal redistribution
– whereby governments seek to aﬀect distributive outcomes in society. He and his students paid particular attention to the diﬀerent ways that the ‘production of welfare’
could be allocated between ‘state, market and family,’ and to how welfare regimes
could ‘de-commodify’ certain services, so that they would not have to be bought on
the market but could instead be provided and claimed as a matter of right (Davy, Davy,
and Leisering 2013).
In South Africa, this work has been taken further by Jeremy Seekings and Nicoli Nattrass. Discussing the analysis of southern welfare regimes, Seekings has argued that
Esping-Andersen did not pay suﬃcient attention to industrial strategy and how states
try to inﬂuence the growth path of national economies (Seekings 2005). He deﬁnes a ‘distributive regime’ to include not only welfare and redistributive policies but also industrial
strategy, industrial relations and workers’ rights: the entire complex of arrangements that
inﬂuence the distribution of the costs and beneﬁts of capitalist economic growth. Seekings
and Natrass deployed this notion to great eﬀect in subsequent analyses of the transition
into and out of Apartheid and the development of post-Apartheid social policy (Seekings
and Nattrass 2005, 2015). They focused with particular care on the diﬀerential and uneven
ways in which poor people were incorporated into the South African distributional regime:
the choices that determined the growth path, the groups supported into or excluded from
labour markets, and the legal frameworks governing conﬂicts and decision making.
Foucauldian scholarship intersects with this tradition in useful ways. Foucault’s legacy is
of course contested. Some inﬂuential scholars read him as a critic of the very possibility of
freedom in modernity as such (e.g. Agamben 1998). In this paper, I rather follow those who
see him as a theorist of strategic action and practically oriented reﬂection (Lemke 2002,
2004; Collier 2009; Barnett 2010, 2017). Particularly central for this paper are the Collége
de France lectures (Foucault 2003, 2007, 2008). As these volumes show, the distributional
arrangements of modern welfare states were also dependent on the development of new
forms of governmental power. Firstly, the sovereign’s power over the life and death of
their subjects – the power to ‘take life and let live’ – was supplemented by a new focus
on the power to ‘make live or let die’ (Foucault 2003). Secondly, unlike sovereign power
(conceived primarily as dominion over a territory) these new forms of bureaucratic rule
involved a kind of ‘pastoral power’, concerned with rule over the population as a totality
of individual subjects, who were to be governed omnes et singulatim (‘each and all’) both
singly and as a collectivity (Foucault 1981). Thirdly, the rise of pastoral power was linked to
the development of distinctively new forms of political reason concerned not with citizenship and the juridico-legal problematic of sovereignty, but with the emerging understanding of human populations and social totalities as natural objects, subject to observable
laws, dynamics and processes of their own. This form of political deliberation, which
took as its focus the underlying social, biophysical, economic and ecological ‘enabling conditions’ that could inﬂuence the prosperity, the wellbeing and the productivity of populations, is what Foucault called biopolitics (Foucault 2008).2
2

‘Biopolitics’, in other words, is not, as is often supposed, about the management of biological life ‘in itself.’ As Stephen
Collier points out, this depends on a notion of ‘biology’ as a separate realm of knowledge that did not exist at the historical time Foucault was concerned with (Collier 2011, 17). Rather, it refers to the emerging apprehension of human
society as a knowable totality ‘deﬁned at the “ﬁnitudes” of life (biology), labor (economic activity), and language (sociocultural existence)’ (ibid).
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The salience and content of biopolitics are of course not everywhere the same. An
obvious point is that Foucault’s own work was almost determinedly Eurocentric, focusing
mostly on the history of political thought and governmental power in the Graeco-Roman
tradition and as developed in France, Germany and England (Said 1979; Pesek 2010; Revel
2013; Young 2016, 395–410). A rich comparative literature has however developed,
mapping the similarities and the divergences with Foucault’s account in the history of governmental power in the colonial and postcolonial world. Foucault’s thought was warmly
received particularly by scholars of subaltern studies (Samaddar 2013), encouraging an
fertile literature on poverty, bureaucracy and urban government in the Indian subcontinent (see e.g. Roy 2009a, 2009b; Gupta 2012). A particularly useful contribution has
been that of Partha Chatterjee, who has pointed out how in the colonial world, the techniques of biopolitical government did not follow in the wake of modern forms of sovereignty and democratic citizenship as they did in Europe, but separately from them,
incorporating colonial subjects in ‘political society’ long before they were included in
‘civil society’ (Chatterjee 2006). Additionally, Foucault’s work inﬂuenced the ﬁelds of
urban studies and human geography, where the analysis of the dissemination of neoliberal governmentality to the ‘global South,’ including South Africa, has become a veritable
industry (Miraftab 2004, 2007; Barnett 2005; Clarke 2008; Parnell and Robinson 2012; Von
Schnitzler 2016; Bénit-Gbaﬀou 2018).
There are many overlaps between the study of biopolitics and distributive regimes.
Both are interested in the the diﬀerential incorporation of populations within the
systems of rights and entitlements that comprise modern states. Both require scholars
to pay careful attention to the calculations policymakers make about investments in
(and disinvestments from) the health and wellbeing of populations (Li 2009). But there
are also signiﬁcant diﬀerences. While the social policy literature focuses on the regulation
of capitalism, ‘social citizenship’ and the rights and entitlements accorded to members of
society (Esping-Andersen 1990), the literature on governmentality and biopolitics is more
concerned with the complex and elaborated systems of knowledge production and
rational deliberation on which institutions of government rely. (Foucault 1981). How are
populations – as a whole, and at the level of individuals – turned into objects of knowledge, management and intervention? What are the forms of administrative and bureaucratic knowledge, of technological rationality, and governmental deliberation associated
with the development of modern forms of state power? Such questions can provide the
basis for a much more detailed analysis of the micro-politics of political and bureaucratic
agendas. Foucault’s colleague Donzelot, for instance, has shown how essential the rise of
the social and statistical sciences were for the development of social democracy in Europe.
They allowed phenomena such as crime, suicide, idleness and prostitution, previously
understood as moral problems, to be reframed as ‘social facts’, produced by clearly
deﬁnable underlying material conditions, subject to actuarial analysis, and amenable to
rational policy management. At the same time new areas of social reality – in particular
family life – came more sharply into view as privileged sites of moral concern, bureaucratic
surveillance and social pedagogy (Donzelot 1988, 1997; Ferguson 2012)
This is not to say that all these traditions ﬁt together seamlessly. Most obviously there
are deep disagreements between orthodox Marxist approaches, which seek to reveal the
‘economic logic’ underlying diﬀerent modes of production, and the later Foucault’s
emphasis on the contingent, open-ended and heterogeneous nature of governmental
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assemblages. The theoretical approach being explored here is thus syncretic. In particular,
my analysis is arguably more post-Marxist than Marxist, making use of critical insights
about the course and consequences of capitalist economic development without
buying into the teleological political theology that often characterises orthodox Marxist
theory. My purpose here is not to achieve a new theoretical synthesis, but, following in
the lead of Ferguson (2012), to open up an empirical and theoretical conversation
between bodies of literature that, particularly in the case of the South African agrarian
question, are rarely connected.

Agrarian transition and biopolitics in twentieth-century South Africa
I have elsewhere (Du Toit 2017) already discussed the outlines of the account of recent
South African history that emerges from this literature. To summarise, recent scholarship
on the history of biopolitical and and distributive regimes has highlighted their importance in shaping the contours of economic and social inequality and their central role
in contests about the nature of the South African racial order and the place of citizenship
within it. The South African distributive regime was given deﬁnitive shape in the 1920s and
1930s, when the social struggles accompanying the transition to industrial capitalism
forced onto the political agenda the question of the rights, obligations and entitlements
that followed from citizenship (Iliﬀe 1987; Seekings and Nattrass 2005). The outcome
was a racialized social pact for settlers constructed around what T H Marshall would
later and in a diﬀerent context call ‘industrial citizenship’ – the notion that the basis for
attaining social claims and entitlements was to be provided by the social identities and
institutions developing around formal sector employment, primarily of male breadwinners
(Marshall 2009; Barchiesi 2011). As in the case of European social democracy, this shift was
part of a moralising social politics centred on the improvement, upliftment – and intensiﬁed government – of ‘poor white’ families supposedly at risk of decline, moral turpitude
and deracination (M. Du Toit 1996; Teppo 2004; Seekings 2008). It was also of course a pact
speciﬁcally to enshrine white domination: it would invest in the wellbeing, modernisation
and moral upliftment of white working class families, but Africans – especially rural Africans – would not beneﬁt (Seekings and Nattrass 2005). In the racialized biopolitics of
the emerging South African welfare state, rural African life was simply not included
within the deﬁnition of the social (Ferguson 2012). This segmentation of the population
went hand in hand with the development of an elaborate form of ‘bifurcated government’
that incorporated rural black South Africans not as potential citizens but as the subjects of
traditional leaders in communal areas, and a policy of Native Administration that was
speciﬁcally concerned to limit the extent of African urbanization (Mamdani 1996; Hickel
2015; Breckenridge 2008).
An important aspect of this history is the role, throughout the twentieth century, of the
agrarian economies and social systems of the ‘Native Reserves’ as bulwarks against (and
refuges from) processes of commodiﬁcation. While agricultural productivity in the
former homelands declined in its contribution to the formal economy, it continued to
play a signiﬁcant role in household survival strategies (Adams, Cousins, and Manona
2000). Natural resource collection too made an important and possibly underestimated
contribution (Shackleton, Shackleton, and Cousins 2002). But as important was the role
of social reproduction and ‘distributive labour’ (Ferguson 2015; Cousins et al. 2017).
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Land mattered, not just as a factor of production, but also as a place to live, as political
terrain, and (crucially) as territorial basis for the sustenance of the social networks and
familial relations that underpinned the informal production of social welfare (Davy 2009;
Ferguson 2012, 2013; Hickel 2015).
These considerations loomed large in debates about the nature and boundaries of the
South African distributive regime. Throughout the twentieth century the exclusion of most
Africans from formal welfare provision depended on the explicit assumption that they
could rely on subsistence agriculture and the solidarities of rural family life. In fact,
oﬃcials argued explicitly that assuming state responsibility for indigent Africans would
undermine the integrity of the social structures and cultures of ‘the Bantu People’ (M.
Du Toit 2014). The utility of the reserve economy thus did not only lie in the extent to
which it made possible a rural subsidy to the wages of migrant workers (Wolpe 1972):
the agrarian economy and informal networks of rural society also had central importance
as sites of welfare production and ‘distributive labour’ (Ferguson 2015).
These strategies also meant that large segments of South Africa’s subaltern populations
lay beyond the purview of governmental knowledge. As Keith Breckenridge has shown,
the ability of colonial governments to rely on the co-opted structures of customary rule
had created a tradition of ‘power without knowledge’: although poor black South Africans
had long been ﬁscally incorporated as payers of tax (Ndlovu 2017), systems of native
administration had been characterised by a resolute refusal to take governmental responsibility for their development – or even very much interests in their conditions of life
(Breckenridge 2008; Ferguson 2012). Despite its intrusive and authoritarian ambitions
the Apartheid government failed to ‘seize hold’ of African populations beyond the aggregate level. Attempts to use ﬁngerprint systems and passbooks to create reliable records
that could be reliably used for central identiﬁcation and control of individuals largely
failed. Verwoerd’s attempts to use biometric measures to create a centralized system for
the policing of the African population came to naught, and had to be replaced by deepening the state’s reliance on traditional leaders (Breckenridge 2014b) Similar considerations
informed the segregation of urban space: Jenny Robinson argues that the relegation of
black South Africans to ‘locations’ situated on the urban edge was employed ‘as a
means of governing non-disciplined, non-consenting populations who proved diﬃcult
to observe and to record, making the implementation of speciﬁc policies an insurmountable task’ (Robinson 1997, 366; see also Chari 2010)
These boundaries were however unstable from the beginning. Even in the 1940s, it was
already clear that signiﬁcant numbers of African people were settling in the cities, requiring their piecemeal incorporation within oﬃcial understandings of sociality and modernity
(Ferguson 2012). In fact, it could be argued that the rise to power of the National Party
occurred partly in response to the perceived implications of the growing inevitability of
African de-agrarianization. In the context of the competing policy narratives of the
1940s and the very diﬀerent ‘worlds of possibility’ they invoked (Dubow and Jeeves
2005), Apartheid policy was in part a forceful re-assertion of the exclusion of Africans,
the primacy of bifurcated government and a recommitment to strategies of rural containment, if not outright ‘re-agrarianization’ (Ferguson 2012).
But the ongoing collapse of the Bantustan economies as sites of welfare production
meant that rural containment could not succeed. Apartheid’s own policies had doomed
it from the start. St J Page Yako’s poem on The Contraction and Enclosure of the Land
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captures it precisely: the blanket of the land could no longer protect the people who had
depended on it, or sustain the social relations that allowed mutuality and care. From now
on they would be enfolded within a diﬀerent order: one in which oxen would give way to
pieces of paper, and in which their wellbeing would depend on ‘coins that come and go.’3
As the 1970s dawned, it became increasingly obvious that the progressive inclusion of
black South Africans into the capitalist socio-economic order also meant that the terms
of bifurcated government would have to be revised. The systematically racist biopolitics
of early Apartheid gave way to more ad hoc strategies aimed at maintaining white rule
while making concessions to the political incorporation of black populations. As more
African people acquired the limited rights of urban residence aﬀorded by Apartheid legislation – and as popular mobilisation and resistance took hold – government started for the
ﬁrst time to engage with them as political subjects, explicitly framing the reality of black
urbanisation (and the perceptions, aspirations and subjectivity of ‘the urban Black man’) as
objects of empirical concern and governmental management (Von Schnitzler 2016, 56–
63). By 1984 it had adopted a Population Development Programme aimed at accelerating
the social and economic development of ‘all population groups’ – albeit with a racially
diﬀerentiated framework that still emphasised controlled urbanisation, ‘orderly geographic distribution’ and the development of the population in the rural areas
(Klugman 1991; Chimere-Dan 1993).
In the context of rising popular protest and the increasing contradictions within the
Apartheid economy, however, these trends could not be ﬁnessed. With the blanket of
the land in tatters, rural containment had failed utterly. The future of black South Africa
was in the cities. The new political order inaugurated with the transition to democracy
was explicitly based on the notion that South African belonged to ‘all who live in it’
(Republic of South Africa 1996) – and this implied not only the extension of the formal
rights of citizenship but also a radical and universalist commitment to full biopolitical
inclusion.

Agrarian transition and post-Apartheid biopolitics
This suggests some interesting questions with which to approach both the continuities
and the ruptures of the democratic transition. What was the extent – and what were
the limitations – of inclusion in the South African distributional regime? Who was to be
incorporated within it, on what terms, and to what eﬀect? What underlying political rationalities – what conceptions of the social, what forms of administrative deliberation, what
systematic bodies of knowledge and expertise – were involved in these decisions and
their implementation? More speciﬁcally, how can these help illuminate our understanding
of the consequences and the implications of South Africa’s ‘stalled agrarian transition’?
What are the speciﬁc challenges posed for the arts of government by the realities
created by the path of capitalist development in South Africa? And how does that alter
our understanding of the limits and possibilities, not only of agrarian reform, but of
social and political change more generally?
Clearly this is an enormous and complex ﬁeld of study, not least because the processes
whereby the South African population was enfolded within the matrices of pastoral power
3

For an alternative reading of the poem, see (Krog 2015).
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have been uneven, and followed diﬀerent courses in diﬀerent domains of government.
The conﬁgurations of ‘pastoral’ and ‘disciplinary’ power, the stakes and outcomes of
social and political struggle, the nature of biopolitical segmentation, and the forms of political deliberation that were deployed in relation to (for example) rural poverty, unemployment and the informal sector were diﬀerent from those that characterised other terrains
such as those of public health, policing, water provision or education. Totalising formulations and sweeping generalisations are likely to be misleading: instead one should
should attend to the detailed history of particular moments in the development of the
South African arts of government as they unfolded in diﬀerent contexts.
The pages that follow focus on those developments most clearly related to the distributional implications of agrarian restructuring. For the purposes of this discussion, four
domains are particularly signiﬁcant: ﬁrstly, the economic incorporation of poor rural
people as workers and consumers within the distributional regime; secondly, the formulation and implementation of an ambitious suite of ‘make live’ policies aimed at investing
in their well-being and productivity; thirdly, the discursive reconstruction of poverty and
poor populations as objects of scientiﬁc knowledge and managerial intervention; and
ﬁnally the development of a technical politics of population management . Much important work has been done here, particularly by Seekings & Nattrass, Breckenridge, Ferguson,
Von Schnitzler and others. The chief focus of this paper is to connect these insights with
questions of agrarian transition and to sketch out implications for policy and for further
research.
Firstly, while the turn to full biopolitical incorporation marked a signiﬁcant rupture from
earlier periods, the end of Apartheid did not involve a thoroughgoing transformation of
the distributional regime. Rather, as Seekings and Nattrass have argued, it led to its
reform and deracialization: all South Africans, black and white, rural and urban, would
be included within the provisions of a deal similar to that hammered out for white
workers in the 1920s and 1930s (Seekings and Nattrass 2005; Lund 2009). Crucially, policies
for development and growth were dominated by high-modernist, ‘productionist’ assumptions that linked social citizenship to participation in the productive economy (Barchiesi
2011; Ferguson 2015). On the ‘left’, this involved classically Marshallian proposals for
social democratic incorporation on the basis of the ‘citizen-worker nexus’; on the ‘right’
the emphasis was on ‘enterprising citizenship’ within the informal economy. But both
visions were premised on the assumption that the realisation of socio-economic rights
would depend on employment creation, productivity gains, and integration into the
global economy (Nattrass 2001; Gelb 2003).
Secondly, this productionist biopolitics resulted in a programme of liberalisation and
global economic integration that involved both processes of intensiﬁed capitalist transformation and processes of decommodiﬁcation. Conformity with neoliberal macro-economic discipline was pursued alongside enormous expenditure on health, education and
social development (Seekings and Nattrass 2015). Crucially, while welfare spending and
social security did not initially feature centrally in the ANC’s Reconstruction and Development programme, a series of somewhat fortuitous and improvisatory interventions in the
reform of pensions in the then Bantustan of KwaZulu laid the groundwork for the roll out
of a non-contributory social grant system that today is the mainstay of South Africa’s social
protection systems (Lund 2008; Breckenridge 2014b). The extent and ambition of these
interventions give the lie to any notion that South African policy makers simply capitulated
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to ‘neoliberal orthodoxy’ (Habib and Padayachee 2000; Magubane 2002; Peet 2002; Ansari
2017). Rather, post-Apartheid social and economic policy is probably best understood as
an heterogenous mix of neoliberal and social democratic measures, combined within a
political project that is nationalist rather than liberal in character (Ivor Chipkin 2007;
Reddy 2015; Seekings and Nattrass 2015).
Thirdly, the shift to a society founded on the promise of radical, universalist, egalitarian
biopolitical inclusion involved much more than a change in distributional arrangements. It
required changes in the way in which government operated and in the kinds of deliberation and decision-making required from its oﬃce-bearers. Poverty itself had to be made
governable: this meant ﬁnding ways to make poverty and vulnerability visible to the
organs of the state, and to construct poor populations as objects of technical knowledge
and managerial intervention (Scott 1998). Obviously this required a massive explosion in
the extent and ambit of (chieﬂy quantitative) empirical knowledge (Seekings 2001). At the
same time, it also involved a distinctive politics of knowledge production and what Bruno
Latour and his students would call ‘discursive seclusion’ (Callon, Lascoumes, and Barthe
2011): the deﬁnition of social and political problems and the speciﬁcation of valid evidence
were subject to tight disciplinary control, with economic and health sciences being given
pride of place. Policy deliberation increasingly happened in closed forums, removed from
public visibility and insulated from participation, while key social and political problematics were deﬁned as the prerogative of appointed oﬃcials and certiﬁed experts.
But the growth of ‘poverty knowledge’ and the academic industries on which it
depended was only part of a much larger (although patchy and piecemeal) meta-political
project – a project not so much of ‘the conduct of conduct’ as of ‘the government of government’ – aimed at the re-organisation of the organs of government themselves as deliberative institutions. These processes are much less well understood and merit further
investigation. One important and inﬂuential intervention has been the dissemination of
normative doctrines of ‘evidence-based policy making’ in key ministries (Du Toit 2012).
While largely framed in the language of ‘capacity building’ these took shape, in terms
of their explicit aims, chieﬂy as a series of disciplinary interventions into the forms and
content of policy deliberation within the state. Also needing much more research attention is the development of technocratic, top-down and indicator based forms of transscalar ‘monitoring and evaluation’ that sought to make not only the impacts of state programming, but also the working of the state itself visible, knowable and legible (MuellerHirth 2012; Abrahams 2015).
Fourthly, the collapse of ‘rural containment’ and the rapid growth of mobile, vulnerable
and unruly populations of poor urban people also encouraged the development of what
Antina von Schnitzler (Von Schnitzler 2013, 2016) has dubbed a ‘technical politics’ of population management. Here, as von Schnitzler has shown in her analysis of contests around
the installation of pre-paid water meters, post-Apartheid arts of government show important continuities with the strategies developed in the 1970s and 1980s for dealing with
contentious popular politics by displacing them onto technical terrain, often in ways
that were heavily dependent on infrastructural innovation. While, under Apartheid, prepaid water meters were seen as a way of forestalling the mobilising tactics of activists
seeking to question the legitimacy of Black Local Authorities, the roll-out of such
devices in post-apartheid South Africa formed part of a pedagogical social practice,
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seeking to inculcate ‘responsible’ forms of citizenship and thereby to normalize the
fraught relationship between urban government and impoverished urban residents.
By and large, these strategies of economic and political inclusion have had only limited
success in containing the consequences of the collapse of the agrarian economy of the
reserves. Firstly, the growth path of the South African economy, characterised by high
degrees of ﬁnancialisation, the predominance of the ‘minerals-energy complex’, signiﬁcant
capital intensity, corporate concentration and vertical integration and low degrees of
labour absorptivity, failed to provide the employment opportunities needed by impoverished, displaced and landless South Africans. That vision of growth had depended on
highly normative conceptualisations of the place to be occupied by poor African people
(as modern, productive workers; as innovative, dynamic farmers; as resilient urban entrepreneurs) that had little to do with the real structures of need, opportunity or possibility on
oﬀer. Instead, processes of biopolitical segmentation and diﬀerential incorporation continued, and the divisions between the socio-economic ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ that characterised late Apartheid were exacerbated (Seekings and Nattrass 2005). Crucially, far from
reversing Apartheid land dispossessions, post-Apartheid economic, economic and agricultural policy simply exacerbated the rapid consolidation of corporate control (Bernstein
2013), undermining the prospects of land reform and encouraging rural job-shedding.
At the same time, urban jobs went into decline. Instead of social inclusion, South
Africa’s post-Apartheid growth path resulted in processes of ‘jobless de-agrarianisation’
that rendered poor populations dependent on the market economy while undermining
their agency as workers, farmers, traders and producers (Du Toit and Neves 2014). Thus,
at the very moment of the ﬁnal collapse of any dream of re-agrarianisation, the prospect
of ﬁnding prosperity in the urban economy also appeared to disappear into thin air. As
Ferguson observes, both of the ‘great fantasies of familism’ that had sustained policy
makers’ bifurcated visions of South African sociality in the twentieth century – that of
the rural kinship network, sustained by agricultural production and that of the urban
nuclear family, constellated around the male breadwinner – were thus brought to ‘an
abrupt and more or less simultaneous end’ (Ferguson 2012, 508).
Policy makers have only unevenly adjusted to these changes. On the one hand, the
design of the Child Support Grant has proved to be sensitive to social realities, emphasising the need to ‘follow the child’ rather than to impose unrealistic assumptions about the
coherence of family life (Lund 2012). On the other hand social protection measures for
adults are still based on the ﬁction of full employment, so that large numbers of unemployed poor black South Africans (in particular, working age, able-bodied men) are
excluded from their ambit (Seekings and Nattrass 2005; Marais 2011). The harshest form
of biopolitical segmentation, however, was that involved in the Mbeki regime’s long
refusal to contemplate the state-funded extension of anti-retroviral therapy, so that treatment for HIV and AIDS could for most South Africans only be accessed through the private
sector – a biopolitics of abandonment that has been estimated to result in the loss of 2,65
million disability-adjusted life years (Marais 2005; Fassin 2007; Johnson et al. 2017).
The institutions of government themselves have been similarly subject to crisis. Again,
the point is not that hopes of a ‘developmental state’ were subverted by the orthodoxies
of ‘neoliberal rule’. Rather, it seems that the intersection of multiple, often incompatible or
poorly aligned rationalities of rule – nationalist class formation and neoliberal reason; dirigiste statism and ‘new public management’; ‘evidence based policy’ and political
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patronage – produced increasing levels of dysfunctionality. The eﬀect was not so much to
promote ‘the conduct of conduct’ as to create a crisis of governability within the state (Von
Holdt 2010; I. Chipkin and Lipietz 2012; Ivor Chipkin 2013; Public Aﬀairs Research Institute
2014). In addition, the centrality of the traditions of popular struggle upon which the political authority of the ruling party has been built meant that the ‘rendering technical’ of
complex and contested questions of distributional justice was only ever partially successful. The relationship between the ‘secluded spaces’ of policy deliberation and the popular
forums where the legitimacy of those policies were questioned was constantly contested
(Davie 2015). Similarly, attempts to normalize the relationship between local government
and township populations through the imposition of infrastructural solutions (Von Schnitzler 2016) was constantly undermined by the politics of an insurgent citizenship that insistently made its political demands on public terrain (Von Holdt et al. 2011).
A key task for agrarian scholarship in South Africa today is to understand the complex
and heterogeneous nature of the liminal landscapes – simultaneously post-agrarian and
post-industrial – that have been created by these uneven processes of capitalist incorporation, and to explore how these have been governed. Crucially, there is no sense in which
it is any more possible to speak of a separate agrarian or reserve economy in South Africa.
This is the reality missed by ‘second economy’ discourse: even the most distant rural districts are thoroughly connected to the agro-food systems and markets of the core
economy by spatially extended value chains and rural-urban connections (Du Toit 2004;
Philip 2010; Du Toit and Neves 2014; Neves and Hakizimana 2015). The livelihood strategies and coping mechanisms of poor African households themselves also cut across
the rural-urban divide. These strategies have long involved the reliance on diverse livelihood portfolios and spatially extensive networks of kinship and support that traverse
rural and urban spaces (Du Toit and Neves 2008). But while these systems of survivalist
improvisation are often inventive and resilient, they are also in crisis. Not only is smallholder agriculture itself under pressure; the forms of social reproduction on which poor
black South Africans rely for the provision of informal social protection are themselves
no longer sustainable (Cousins et al. 2017 in this volume). Uncertain employment, the
requirements of urban consumption and a predatory micro-lending industry have contributed to the demise of what Keith Breckenridge has called ‘the impossible fantasy of the
viable rural homestead’ (Breckenridge 2014a). Partly as a result of this, the former homelands have continued to be zones of vulnerability and poverty, doing signiﬁcantly worse
than the rest of South Africa on a variety of indicators of deprivation (Noble and Wright
2013). Those displaced from farms and communal lands live in marginalised spatial
poverty traps at the fringes of the South African urban landscape order: peri-urban shantytowns or rural dumping sites where they try to stitch together fragmented and diverse
livelihood activities into a barely adequate living (Neves and Du Toit 2016). These ‘grey
spaces’ of South African modernity perpetuate and reconﬁgure the bifurcated territoriality
of Apartheid’s spatial ordering: they are marginalized zones of black life adversely incorporated within South Africa’s formally non-racial order (Hickey and Du Toit 2007). Straddling urban and rural economies, they are the backwaters of a ‘proletariat that
scratches about on the land’ (Murray 2009) dependent on both the metropolitan
‘centre’ and the rural ‘periphery,’ but proﬁting from neither. Particularly important is the
need to understand the interactions between governmental institutions and poor and
marginalised populations in these contexts: indications are that the governmental
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regimes and planning approaches deployed in township economies have proved to be
poorly suited to the tenurial needs and the ﬂuid livelihood strategies of a still very
mobile African population, often exacerbating regulatory exclusion (Charman, Govender,
and De Villiers 2017) and entrenching political marginalisation (De Satgé and Watson
2018).
While the ‘citizen-worker nexus’ has failed to provide an eﬀective base for the realisation of universal socio-economic rights, the most robust modes of biopolitical integration
seem to be coming from two very diﬀerent directions. One can be found by attending to
the materiality of the technologies accompanying the expansion of the welfare system.
Breckenridge has shown how the processes of institutional integration on which biopolitical inclusion depends have been spearheaded by the involvement of private sector companies such as Net1, Cash Paymaster Services and Grindrod Bank, and have been shaped
by policy frameworks emphasising the need for ‘ﬁnancial deepening’ and the inclusion of
the unbanked poor (Ardington et al. 2004; Hurwitz and Luiz 2007; Breckenridge 2014b). As
a result access to social grants has been at the cost of unprotected inclusion into a predatory market in loans and ﬁnancial services (Carel 2014). Salaries and social grant payments, instead of reaching targeted groups are recycled back to corporate South Africa
(James 2014). Perhaps the most eﬀective and far-reaching form of inclusion within the
South African distributive regime is not the ‘enterprising’ citizen or the prudent, improving
worker, but the debtor-beneﬁciary (Du Toit 2017).
Intersecting with these processes of ﬁnancial inclusion through the welfare system, a
second and rather more obscure project is taking shape: the re-introduction of some of
the strategies that characterized Apartheid governmentality. In the rural areas, the most
remarkable development has been the reassertion of authoritarian versions of customary
power, reinscribing the architecture of bifurcated government within the constitutional
order of post-Apartheid South Africa. One important consequence has been the facilitation
of processes of elite capture and resource extraction (Cousins and Claassens 2008;
Mnwana 2011; Buthelezi and Gould 2014; Peires 2014; De Souza 2014). But more is at
stake here: as more nuanced anthropological work on the persistence of customary rule
throughout Africa has shown, much work remains to be done to understand the
complex ways in which these structures are engaging with – and transforming – the meanings of democracy and political modernity (Buthelezi and Skosana 2018; Comaroﬀ and
Comaroﬀ 2018).

Conclusion
A remarkable feature of the ‘land debate’ in South Africa is the way in which it is presented,
in popular discourse, as at one and the same time tangential and inescapable. In the mainstream media, land reform is often framed within a conceptual bubble disconnected from
the realities of modern urban life: a matter of ‘righting the wrongs of the past,’ meaningful
only to the groupings (land owners, ‘chiefs’ and farmers; rural tenants, farm workers and
people living on communal land) whose rights to land are to be aﬀected. Described in
these terms, it is seen to be only indirectly relevant those not actually dwelling on ‘the
land’: signiﬁcant either because of the threat posed to the political legitimacy of the
post-Apartheid order (e.g. by the ‘time bomb’ of racially skewed landownership ﬁgures)
or because of the danger that redistributing productive land supposedly poses to urban
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food security. Yet set up in those terms, land reform also appears an insoluble problem,
destined to return, implacably, like some kind of ineradicable and constitutive political
original sin.
Consider these impasses from the point of view aﬀorded by an analysis of South Africa’s
stalled agrarian transition and its biopolitical reverberations. Far from being a matter of
rural development and agricultural productivity, the implications of jobless de-agrarianisation are everywhere present in the post-agrarian landscapes occupied by South Africa’s
displaced precariat. Crucially, African poverty and racial inequality are not simply the historical results of Apartheid dispossession. Firstly, landlessness is a condition exacerbated
and consolidated by the normal course of capitalist development both during and after
Apartheid – a path of development that has pivoted,as Henry Bernstein has insisted, on
the decisive resolution of the agrarian question of capital in the interests of capital (Bernstein 2007). Secondly, landlessness is only a necessary, not a suﬃcient, cause of present
day precarity. Its other determinants lie in the failure of post-Apartheid biopolitics to
oﬀer sustainable forms of urban incorporation. Dominant policy proposals for the scope
and direction of land reform tend to fail almost entirely in addressing these realities:
not only are their stated aims – an invigorated class of black capitalist farmers, a
‘vibrant’ rural economy, paths to prosperity for enterprising smallholders – practically
unachievable; they also fail to address the pressing needs and concerns of South
Africa’s landless poor.
It is in this context that the politics of land reform have returned to haunt South Africa
surging from the margins to become a central question of national politics. In these
debates, land features not as a factor of production or even a mainstay of survivalist livelihoods and informal safety nets, but as a political signiﬁer; a symbol of the violated black
body of a thwarted nation (Ivor Chipkin 2002, 2016). In these discussions the increasingly
evident failure of attempts to redistribute commercial agricultural farming land to black
South Africans are symbolic of a much more broadly located sense of economic marginalisation and political frustration. Ownership of the lion’s share of farmland by white
farmers and large corporates is a matter not simply of the relations of agricultural production but political shorthand for a wide range of unresolved questions relating to the
the presumed dominance of ‘white monopoly capital,’ unchallenged white privilege
and the legitimacy of the post-Apartheid racial and social order itself. And the political
meaning of the demand for ‘expropriation without compensation’ lies, not in any calculus
around the viability of land reform per se, but as a performative demand for the symbolic
recognition of the prior political rights of South Africa’s indigenous people and their descendants (Du Toit 2018).
This raises urgent questions for the research and theoretical agenda of an enquiry into
post-Apartheid biopolitics. One of the most arresting features of much of the Foucauldian
literature has been its abiding functionalism: as if the techniques of modern power can be
fully grasped through an analysis of their speciﬁcally technical eﬃcacy; as if the ‘calculative
rationality’ of neoliberal arts of government have simply displaced the possibilities of
public politics and democratic contestation. But as the South African example fulsomely
shows, the arts of government involve not only the resources of technical, administrative
and bureaucratic reason but also the contestation of political hegemony. The most serious
implications of the failure of biopolitical incorporation do not only lie in the dire consequences for poor and marginalised people. They cast into question the very meaning of
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citizenship and the value of the project of democracy itself. If the blanket of the land and
the agrarian order it supported no longer enfolds those who ﬁrst lived on it, what sorts of
political community are possible at all? That is the question Yako’s poem poses to South
Africa today.
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